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A N  AT L A S  O F

The notion that ideas can be protected, like land or gold, from
bandits predates Gutenberg’s printing press. But only in the digital
age has the concept of intellectual property set off an international
free-for-all.

On the one side are the intellectual property holders, predomi-
nantly citizens of Western nations. They’re squaring off against IP
outlaws, who tend to live in developing countries. The propertied
class loudly asserts its ownership and control. The insurgents cry
for openness and exploit technological loopholes with abandon.

This clash of cultures demonstrates how intellectual property, 
a phrase with a tidy and proper ring, is actually a messy business.
The core concept is deceptively rational: Creators of an idea
deserve protection for a set period of time so that they may 
gainfully exploit their work. Such protections, whether through
copyright or patents, have enabled great innovation; we wouldn’t
have antibiotics or Apple or Avril Lavigne if the brains behind
them weren’t allowed to capitalize on their successes. But it’s not
easy to tell at what point protecting yesterday’s innovation is 

A GLOBAL BATTLE IS RAGING 
BETWEEN LIBERTY AND CONTROL.
IT’S PRODUCERS VS. PIRATES VS. CONSUMERS, 
FROM SILICON VALLEY TO SHANGHAI.



Piracy

By crunching a range of data – piracy
rates, patent applications, money lost
to digital theft, key treaty signatures
– Wired created this map of a new
cold war. The blue world seeks con-
trol; its economies depend greatly
on intellectual property and, accord-
ingly, its leaders advocate strong
protections. The red world pays far
less heed to IP, by not passing or not
enforcing copyright and patent laws.
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Control

A CLASH OF CULTURES

holding back tomorrow’s. When does market protection
become a monopoly? Who’s to say when a discovery’s social
benefit outweighs an individual’s reward? When is sharing
stealing? These aren’t idle questions. Affordable health care, 
digital piracy, genetically modified food – all come down to 
disputes over the limits and rewards of IP. 

Against this backdrop, Wired offers an atlas of the intellectual
property world. The maps and charts on the following pages
show how IP enforcers are manning the ramparts while 

IP antagonists are challenging the protection regime. We focus 
on four industries: media, medicine, agriculture, and software.
And while the battle rages, here and there a few pioneers are
redrawing the map, marking a third way that respects patent
protections and copyright controls while trying to foster more
opportunities for broader access. The beginnings can be found
in Linux and The Grey Album, generics and the Creative
Commons. Use this atlas as a guide to two worlds in collision –
and an outline of a new frontier.


